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Agenda
● Evolution of the Clarinet & Saxophone

● Musical excerpts from different musical eras

● Demo/ Questions?



What is a Clarinet?
- clarinet is one of the most versatile orchestral instruments
- has several other names:

= English clarinet

= French clarinette

= Italian clarinetto

= German Klarinette



What is a Saxophone?
- Saxophone is a mix of oboe and clarinet
- has several other names:

= English saxophone

= French saxophone

= Italian saxofono; sassophono

= German Saxophon



How to play Clarinet
- Beak-shaped mouthpiece with a single reed 

attached to cylindrical tube
- change fingerings to produce different notes



How to play Saxophone
- Same as for clarinet
- BUT Mouthpiece angle is different
- Bore is conical, not cylindrical

Saxophone is super new 
instrument! 1840s!

Tuba = 1838!



Embouchure
- reed is placed on the lower lip, which is pressed against the lower teethwhile

the upper teeth grip the mouthpiece on the closed side
- lip pressure and air pressure is important



Ancient Cultures
● “built-in reed”
● Egyptian memet (300 BC) was a 

double instrument
● two cylindrical pipes were made 

of reeds/wood and tied together
● fingerholes and two mouthpieces
● Also used by ancient Greeks and 

Romans



Medieval (c.1150 - c.1400)
● single-reed instrument originated in the Orient 
● Chalumeau = “reed” 



Renaissance (c.1400 - c.1600)
● Chalumeau in various tunings, from treble to bass



Chalumeau vs. 
Baroque Clarinet



ACTION ITEM!

Video notes:

Chalumeau vs Baroque clarinet!

Similarities vs Differences!



Start :20



DISCUSSION

Video notes:

Chalumeau vs Baroque clarinet!

Similarities vs Differences!



Baroque (c.1600 - c.1750)
● Johann Denner “invented” clarinet 

● first to add two keys

● cylindrical bell was replaced by 

flared bell

● Barrel introduced

● *no set hand position

● Trumpet-like sound 

● Overtakes clarino (soprano trumpet)



Classical (c.1750 - c.1830)
● Bad intonation & poor tonal quality 
● Adding more keys did not help
● à clarinets in many tunings
● NEW problems:

(1) buy several instruments
(2) too many mouthpiece sizes
(3) switch between warm/cold 
instruments

● BUT more choice of timbres



Classical (c.1750 - c.1830)
● clarinet added to orchestra, wind 

bands and military bands. 
● Mozart first to write exclusively for 

clarinet low range
● 1810s: Mueller helped improve 

clarinet keys & advocate of playing 
with the reed on the lower lip



Start 1:50



Early Romantic (c.1830 - c.1920)
● Became most important wind 

instrument in the Romantic 
orchestra 

● 1900, 22-key Oehler model 
developed and still used in 
Germany

● Later, newer 17-key Boehm model 
used in France, Britain, N. America



20th Century (c.1920 - Present)

● Standard = Bb clarinet became 
standard

● the A and C clarinets also in use
● (C clarinet used in the “witches’ 

sabbath” movement in Hector Berlioz’s 
Symphonie fantastique)

● many different sizes of clarinet!





Early Romantic (c.1830 - c.1920)
● Saxophone invented by Adolphe Sax
● 1841: Showed sax to Hector Berlioz
● 1845: Adolphe replaced oboes, bassoons, 

and french horns in French military band
● 1846: 14 variations of sax
● 1875: Goumas patents sax with similar to 

clarinet Boehm system
● 1880s onwards: more keys added (C trill, 

G#, single octave key, rollers for Eb and C)



Early Romantic (c.1830 - c.1920)
E flat sopranino, 
F sopranino, 
B flat soprano, 
C soprano, 
E flat alto, 
F alto, 
B flat tenor, 
C tenor, 
E flat baritone, 
B flat bass, 
C bass, 
E flat contrabass,
F contrabass.





Outside of the Classical Realm...

● In military, popular 
and jazz music only 
the Bb clarinet is used

● In jazz, melody 
instrument but was 
replaced more by the 
saxophone



Folk clarinet trick!





Construction

1. Mouthpiece

2. Ligature

3. Barrel

4. Upper section/joint

5. Keys

6. Lower section/joint

7. Rod system

8. Bell

1. Mouthpiece

2. Ligature

3. Neck/gooseneck

4. Neck screw

5. Keys

6. Rod system

7. Body

8. Bell

9. *Neck strap

John Coltrane Quartet – Wise One



Rhapsody in Blue Debut - Gershwin


